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Introduction

Solar retinopathy is a rare ocular disease primarily as a 
result of direct observation of the sun.1,2 The adverse effects 
of solar radiation have been described in studies by physi-
cians and scientists for more than two centuries.3,4 The ear-
liest investigations of light-related damage of the retina 
were conducted by Deutschmann4 and Widemark.3 It has 
also been observed that repetitive long-term exposure to 
bright ambient light can result in a subtle, cumulative reti-
nal damage at the level of photoreceptors and retinal pig-
ment epithelium (RPE).5 Chronic retinal phototoxicity 
caused by indirect exposure to bright ambient light has also 
been reported after prolonged exposure to solar radiation 
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reflected from snow.6 Symptoms are usually bilateral, yet 
may be asymmetric.7 The characteristic symptoms include 
blurred vision, central or paracentral scotoma, chromatop-
sia, metamorphopsia, photophobia, and headache.8 Fundus 
exam has revealed central foveal changes in the form of a 
small yellowish-white spot and surrounding gray, granular 
pigmentation.1,9,10 Over time, the spot may evolve and 
appear as a sharply circumscribed, red spot at the area of 
fovea.11 Histopathological studies have demonstrated that 
both, the RPE layer and the outer segments of the photore-
ceptor layer are most susceptible to solar damages.12 
Simultaneous analysis of the results from optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) and short wavelength-fundus autofluo-
rescence (SW-FAF) improve the diagnosis of this condi-
tion.13 In this study, we evaluated a new setting of red (R), 
green (G), and blue (B) channels for fundal imaging to opti-
mize the visualization of solar retinopathy lesions.

Methods

This retrospective case series adhered to the 2013 tenets of 
declaration of Helsinki. All the patients enrolled provided 
informed consent for participation in the study. Patients with 
a diagnosis of solar retinopathy, due to a history of pro-
longed sun gazing (more than 1 min), were included within 
the study.14 Exclusion criteria were visual reduction prior to 
the episode of sun exposure, previous retinotoxic drug 
administration, inherited macular dystrophies, previous 
intraocular surgery, or trauma. Patients were recruited from 
the medical retina service at Paul Stradins Clinical 
University Hospital, Riga, Latvia from March 2009 to 
February 2017. Each patient underwent a comprehensive 
ocular examination with visual acuity (VA), refraction, and 
dilated biomicroscopic examination of the retina. Additional 
investigations included a macular spectral domain–optical 
coherence tomography (SD-OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, 
Heidelberg, Germany) and a fundus color photo with the 
Zeiss FF450 plus IR Fundus Camera (Carl Zeiss, Germany) 
with an excitation filter setting of 510–580 nm and barrier 
filter setting of 650–735 nm. The patients were reviewed 
over a 6-month period. The area of the lesions observed in 
the color photos were optimized using differing settings of 
the R, G, and B channels to improve and maximize the visu-
alization of affected area. This was performed manually ini-
tially with the R channel, followed by the G and B channels. 
The modification of each channel ranged from 0 to 250; 0 
meaning the color component is turned off and 255 meaning 
the color component is at full intensity. Therefore, on the 
red, green, and blue (RGB) model color 0,0,0 is an entirely 
black image and a color setting of 255,0,0 is the brightest 
red, a setting of 0,255,0 is the brightest green and a setting 
of 0,0,255 is considered the brightest blue. The color setting 
of each channel was gradually altered until an optimum 
value, which resulted in the maximum visualization of the 
lesion’s details, for example, sharpness and extensions of 
margins. Eventually a new RGB setting was defined. 

Continuous variables were described as mean values and 
their standard deviation. A Student’s t-test of independent 
samples was used to determine statistical significance. A 
relationship between variables was analyzed using 
Spearmen correlation coefficient (rs). To understand if dif-
ferences were statistically meaningful, receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curve area (0.5–0.7 = small effect size, 
0.7–0.8 = medium effect size, 0.8–1 = large effect size) for 
t-test was used. A two-tailed t-test p-value <0.05 was con-
sidered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were 
performed using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 23 for 
Windows, IBM Corporation, Somers, NY, USA).

Results

In total, 20 eyes of 10 patients were included in the study. 
The mean age was 24.9 ± 18.1 years. Eight patients had 
solar retinopathy as a result of direct observation of a solar 
eclipse, one patient directly observed a high beam and one 
patient had directly gazed at the sun for a prolonged period.

There was a statistically significant (p < 0.001) differ-
ence between best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) at the 
first consultation (day 0; 0.78 ± 0.11) and after a 6-month 
period (0.83 ± 0.09; Figure 1(a)). All eyes were noted to 
have a small, yellow lesion in the center of the fovea at day 
0 that resolved at the 6-month follow-up visit. At presenta-
tion, SD-OCT showed a disruption of the continuity of the 
retianl layers in the fovea (Figure 2(a) and (b)) and damage 
to the myoid zone, ellipsoid zone, and outer segment of pho-
toreceptors.15 These changes had partially resolved in all 
cases at 6 months. The statistical effect size calculation 
using ROC curve analysis showed improving effect (area 
under curve (AUC) = 0.62; 95% CI: 0.42–0.79; Figure 1(b)). 
There was an positive correlation between vision improve-
ment and area of the lesion (rs = 0.65; p = 0.001; Figure 1(c)). 
SD-OCT in combination with fundus imaging, with gradu-
ally improved settings of R, G, and B color channels, 
resulted in a improved delineation of the lesions after solar 
exposure (Figure 2(a) and (b)). The R channel guided set-
ting that demonstrated an enhanced demarcation of the 
lesion was 67-0.98-255. It helped to determine the margin 
more effectively in comparison to the images that were not 
adjusted (Figure 3(a) and (b)). In the instances where 
changes of the R channel setting did not improve the quality 
of the lesion, better results were obtained with a B-guided 
channel setting of 19-0.63-121 (Figure 3(c) and (d)) or a 
G-guided channels setting of 7-1.00-129 (Figure 3(e) and 
(f)). To avoid adjusting R, G, and B color setting indepen-
dently, we discovered that a RGB value of 24-0.82-229 col-
lectively provided the optimum setting (Figure 4(a)–(d)).

Discussion

Solar retinopathy is likely to be a combination of thermal 
and photochemical reactions or thermally enhanced pho-
tochemical damage.16 Typically the condition is bilateral 
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with signs of asymmetry.11 Alongside the use of SD-OCT, 
this study demonstrates how a color fundus image with 
new settings of R, G, and B channels successfully 
improves the identification of damaged retinal areas. An 
additional advantage of this modified color image setting 
is that it could be readily implemented in centers where a 
SD-OCT is not available. In acute solar retinopathy visual 
loss may resolve with time, usually from 3 to 6 months, 
and patients may regain good VA.17 In this retrospective 
case series, six patients continued to suffer from visual 
deficiencies with persistent central or paracentral 

scotoma. This is likely to be as a result of irreversible 
solar damage to the ellipsoid zone and outer segment of 
photoreceptors led to a clinically significant retinal atro-
phy as previously reported.17,18 The lesion may depend on 
the intensity, duration, and light spectrum of the solar 
exposure or other font of UV, ocular pigmentation, clarity 
of the ocular media, and environmental conditions. 
Interestingly, the visual recovery was better in patients 
with larger lesions. We speculate that the larger area of the 
lesion resulted in a more significant loss of vision in the 
acute phase, while smaller lesions are compensated for by 

Figure 1. Best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), receiver operating curve (ROC), change observed in visual acuity, and area of 
lesion: (a) a significant difference was observed in the BCVA between the first visit and at 6 months, (b) an improvement was 
seen after the analysis of the ROC values, and (c) a positive correlation was demonstrated between vision improvement and 
area of lesion.

Figure 2. Optical coherence tomography (OCT images): (a) right eye and (b) left eye of a 22-year old man displaying lesions in the 
ellipsoid zone.
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residual retinal tissue. A limitation of the study is that it 
was not possible to predict the most appropriate channel 
to improve the delineation of every case. This could pos-
sibly depend on the anatomical differences of the eyes or 
different degrees of retinal damage due to differing levels 
of energy exposure. In addition, the settings of the 

channels were investigated manually. This could be 
improved in the future with the creation of a software that 
would be able to automatically detect the area of lesion. A 
further limitation was that we did not test the modified 
setting in images captured with other cameras as these 
were not readily available. To simplify and to give a 

Figure 3. Fundus images with amended settings of R, G, and B channels: (a) right eye fundal image without alteration, (b) right 
eye fundal image with a R-guided channel setting of 67-0.98-255, (c) left eye without alteration, (d) left eye with a B-guided channel 
setting of 19-0.63-121, (e) right eye without alteration, and (f) right eye with a G-guided channel setting of 7-1.00-129. The arrows 
indicate the images with amended settings.
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single setting, easier to use in all cases, a RGB value of 
24-0.82-229 was found to gain images of better quality in 
all solar retinopathy eyes. In conclusion, once solar retin-
opathy is suspected, a fundus imaging with this novel 
modified setting of RGB channels could enhance the 
detection of the structure. This does not detract from the 
need for education in prevention of solar retinopathy 
through appropriate eye protection.
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